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Search for an instability on a quenched-liquid interface

Steven N. Rauseo, Nalini Easwar, and James V. Maher
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15260

(Received 9 December 1986)

We searched for signs of an instability on the interface between the two phases of a binary-liquid
mixture, isobutyric acid and water, after the mixture was quenched further into the two-phase re-

gion. Such an instability would be the liquid-liquid analog of the Mullins-Sekerka instability seen in

quenched alloys. Never is any dramatic growth observed, but under conditions of small dimension-
less quench depth {0&1.5&&10 '), the intensity of light scattered from the interface grows for small
values of the momentum transfer k.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the Mullins-Sekerka instability gives rise to den-
dritic growth in alloys, it has been extensively studied over
many years. Despite significant recent improvements in
theoretical treatment, computer simulation and labora-
tory experiment, it is still difficult to make direct obser-
vations correspond sufficiently closely to calculational as-
sumptions that meaning can be attached to comparing the
two.

In this paper we report the results of an experiment in
which we attempted to observe the Mullins-Sekerka insta-
bility in a particularly simple system (a binary-liquid mix-
ture at critical composition) which corresponds quite
closely to one of the earliest and simplest solidification
models, the stationary symmetric model (SSM) of Langer
and Turski. If one could observe the instability in the
binary-liquid system where there is no crystal-axis asym-
metry, no net interfacial motion, and only composition
diffusion, direct comparison of the observed dynamics
with the SSM, as modified by Jasnow, Nicole, and Ohta
to account for hydrodynamic degrees of freedom, should
be meaningful. As will be discussed below, we have used
direct microscopic observation and both static and
dynamic light scattering to search extensively for indica-
tions of the onset of the instability. We have not succeed-
ed in observing it. Only under a very restricted set of cir-
cumstances do we observe any departure from equilibrium
interfacial behavior, in which case the departure does not
increase after very early times.

l; two components (A and B) are miscible above T„and
separate into two phases below T, . (Call the upper phase
l and the lower 2.) Choose the order parameter to be C,
the volume fraction of A. The miscibility gap is given by
b, C=B ~e~', where e is the reduced temperature
T/T, —1. The system is further characterized by the
correlation length of the concentration fluctuations,
/=/pe ", the diffusion constant D

=Dpi'

and the surface
tension of the interface o =op@', where v=0. 6, P= —,', and
p=2v. These are the only variables needed to character-
ize the system at equilibrium in the original model. In
later work, Jasnow, Nicole, and Ohta and Kawasaki and
Ohta included the effects of hydrodynamics and gravity
on the dispersion relation. Their results further extended
the range of stable wave numbers for disturbances of the
interface, but still predicted an unstable region.

In an attempt at a close experimental realization of this
model, we have searched for an instability on the interface
between the two phases of a binary-liquid mixture in its
two-phase region as we quenched the system further from
its consulate point. The interface between the two phases

II. THE MODEL

The SSM is the first and simplest model discussed by
Langer and Turski in their series of articles on interfacial
instabilities; it uses a simple two-component system
(single-order parameter) capable of displaying a Mullins-
Sekerka type instability. ' Langer and Turski performed a
linear stability analysis for the interface and derived the
dispersion relation, thus predicting which are the unstable
modes of the interface when the system is subjected to a
concentration flux across the interface. Such a flux can
arise in a binary system subjected to a temperature
quench. A typical system phase diagram is shown in Fig.
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FIG. 1. Coexistence curve for a typical binary-liquid mixture.
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k =(QC) [g(dC/dz) ] —g /g'

the z direction being perpendicular to the interface. In the
linear regime, the disturbances grow as e '"'. If
~= k/k, && 1, then the dispersion relation simplifies to

ice=4(Dk, )(k,g) (1—x. ) (2)

With the addition of velocity fields and viscous damp-
ing by Jasnow et al. the range of unstable wave numbers
is reduced, though not dramatically. Near the critical
point, where the diffusion constant is small, only distur-
bances of the interface of wave number k (0.49k, are un-
stable at the nominal quench' t9-0. 1. Kawasaki and
Ohta further modify the dispersion relation, by including
the effects of gravity. In this case, wave numbers near
zero are also stabilized.

Following a preliminary report that our experiments
failed to show any clear sign of an instability on the inter-
face, several authors began calculations to investigate

11

possible stabilizing effects. Immediately after a quench,

]iC
0

Co
2

]) C

C

0
Cp

is expected to become unstable when the system is
quenched deeper into the two-phase region. We charac-
terize the depth of a quench by the ratio d =6T/AT, the
dimensionless temperature drop, where the system was
originally at T

&

——T, —5T+6T and is quenched to
T2 ——T, —6T. The quench can also be characterized
by the dimensionless concentration change, 0=6C/
b C = [(1+oT/b, T)~ 1]/2—= (fl/2)(6T/b, T) = —,(5T/b, T),
where the approximate equality holds for small values of
d. Immediately after the quench, within a correlation
length of the interface, the concentration is assumed to
take its new values and a concentration gradient is estab-
lished as shown in Fig. 2. This gradient is the driving
force of the instability in the SSM; in the Langer and
Turski analysis, for a given quench depth, a planar inter-
face is unstable against any disturbances of wave number

k & k„where

the concentration gradient should begin to relax, and thus
remove the driving force of the instability. Calculations
by Onuki et al. suggest that this extends the time needed
to see an instability on the interface to very late times.
Ohta' has also worked to simplify the full dispersion re-
lation of Kawasaki and Ohta, throwing out all non-
Markovian terms. His results imply that for an interfa-
cial instability to be seen, the quench must be quite large
(5T= —,

'
b, T); at such large quench depths bulk nucleation

is almost instantaneous.

III. THE EXPERIMENT

For our experiments, we used the binary-liquid mixture
isobutyric acid and water (IBW) at near critical composi-
tion (62.1 vol. % water). ' We made use of the property
of IBW that the critical temperature responds strongly to
changes in pressure, thus allowing the system to be forced
more rapidly into the two-phase region by a pressure
change (which propagates through the system at the speed
of sound) than could be be attained by a temperature
quench. IBW responds to a pressure quench' with
dT, /dP = —55 mK/atm, while the local heating' is only
dT/dP =5 mK/atm.

T, for IBW is 26.12'C (Ref. 17); a commercially avail-
able temperature controller was used to hold the tempera-
ture fluctuations within +0.3 mK for periods of hours,
+1 mK over 24 h. The pressure could be controlled to
about 0.01 atm, and thus quenches as small as 0.5 mK
were obtained. Typically our data were taken with AT
ranging from 20 mK to 1.2 K (beyond AT= 1.3 K correc-
tions to scaling are required). Quench depths ranged from
0= 1.2)& 10 to over 2 & 10

One complicating factor in our search for the interfa-
cial instability is that the bulk system may well nucleate
before there is an opportunity to observe any growth on
the interface. The rate of nucleation' is exponentially
dependent on quench depth; except for the work of Onuki
et al. ,

' available theory is silent on the question of the
time scale for the interfacial instability to become macro-
scopic.

We sought evidence of an instability in several ways.
First, the system was observed using a Wild microscope at
magnification 50&. Structures down to 3 microns could
be distinguished. For quenches ranging from
0=1.7X10 to 2.2&(10 we photographed the inter-
face with the microscope.

After microscopy failed to detect any evidence of an in-
stability, we turned to light scattering as a probe which
should be more sensitive to the earliest stages of the unsta-
ble growth. As is well known, at equilibrium, the inter-
face is always being disturbed by thermal fluctuations,
with the energy distributed among the various modes.
The equilibrium power spectrum' ' for the ripplons on
the interface is the following:

Pk(co) = k(ks T/rrcup)Im[1—/D(icuro)], (3)

FIG. 2. Concentration vs height above the interface before
and after a quench. The gradient at the interface is estimated
by 6C/g.

where D(S)=0 is the equilibrium dispersion relation
~o ——p/2gk and g is the viscosity.
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TABLE I. Predicted growth times from Eq. (2), all for
k && k, (any k in the ranges observed in our experiment).

AT=1.25 K refracted
beam

2

0=0.001
0=0. 1

0.42 sec
0.0042 sec

b T=0.50 k

I9 =0.002
0=0.01

450 sec
20 sec

AT=0. 10 K

6W =0.004
0=0.015

18 h
1.5 h

lected
earn

1

scattered light
incident beam

D(S)=y+S +S[1+(1+2S)+],
where y =op/8g k.

This power spectrum has been confirmed by measure-
ments of several systems ' dramatic departures by the
interface from this known equilibrium behavior would be
an observable feature of the onset of instability. We
searched for an instability after quenching by observing
the autocorrelation function

Gk(r) = I

defoe'

'Pr, (cu),

at a given angle, looking for a change in the shape of
Gk(r) (from decay with time to growth) as a signature of
the growth of that mode. We used 1/ice from the disper-
sion relation of Langer and Turski as a rough estimate of
the interesting range of correlation times. Table I gives
1/ice from the dispersion relation for different values of
the parameters (H, AT) over the range of the experiment
for typical values of k. Our measured k values were al-
ways much less than k, and should probe the region of
expected instability. ' For AT=1 K and 0=1.0&&10
k, =2.2 & 10 cm '. Our autocorrelation data were taken
for values of k ranging from k=30—1000 cm ', 0 rang-
ing from 5)&10 to 2&&10, and L3, T ranging from 100
mK to 1.2 K.

Also, and often at the same time, we sought to see an
increase in the intensity of the light scattered from the in-
terface over a range of values of angle a (for fixed ao).
Angles are as defined in Fig. 3. The expected equilibrium
intensity ' ' as a function of wave number and scattering
angle is the following:

I=4(krr T/A, hark ) cosa [N(a&, a)] dfI,

where d 0 is the solid angle subtended by the detector and

@= [rr cosa, sin( y ~

—a
~ ) ]/[siny ~ cosa+ sina

~ cosy ],
for /=0. The wave number k is not as simple a function
of scattering angle as it is in the case of scattering from
the bulk. Here

FIG. 3. Light-scattering configuration. The rest position of
the interface defines the x-y plane. The incident, reflected, and
refracted beams define the x-z plane. /30 =ao —rr/2(P =a—vr/2). yo is the angle to which the incoming beam is refracted
[i.e. , nisi r(rm' /2 —yo)= n2sirr(ao —rr/2), where n, and nr are the
indices of refraction of the upper and lower phases, respective-
ly]. y is defined analogously [i.e., n

~ sirr(rr/2 —y)= nzsin( a—n. /2)]. P is the azimuthal angle measured between
the reflected beam and the scattered light.

k =Qo(sin a+sin ao —2 sina sinao cos(t )'/~

(Qo=2rrn/A„where n is equal to the index of refraction
of the fluid and A is equal to the wavelength of the in
cident light. ) When /=0, k =Qo

l

sina —sinao
~= Qo I

«sp —«spo
~

.
From Fig. 3, one can see that this difference of cosines

implies that the light scattering from the interface probes
only k vectors in the plane of the interface; thus, when
/ =0, only rather low wave numbers are accessible (from
30—600 cm ') since, for small values of P and /3o,

~
cos/3 —cos/3o

~

=
~
P —/3P . An oscillating mirror was

used to allow us to scan this range of values of the scatter-
ing angle. Set in the scattering plane (/=0), the mirror
allowed a very precise setting of (Po —/3) in increments of

We observed the intensity for k values as low as 30
cm ', but the geometry of this setup did not allow for
measurements of k & 600 cm ', higher wave numbers (up
to about 4000 crn ') were obtained for measurements not
using the mirror. In the higher wave number measure-
ments the count rates were too low to measure autocorre-
lation functions; intensity measurements were only possi-
ble by keeping the photomultiplier dark current below 50
counts/sec. In the oscillating mirror measurements, we
observed the full angular range in an interval of 2.25 sec
and then repeated the measurement every 9 sec until bulk
nucleation set in (which ranged from 5—120 min depend-
ing on AT and the depth of the quench). We then con-
structed average intensities for various time intervals,
comparing them with the equilibrium data.

Like many other nonequilibrium experiments (e.g. ,
Maher, Easwar, Cxoldburg, and Joshua ), our system had
to be far more carefully prepared than an experiment to
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The characteristic time for the growth f thw o ese intensity-
intensity autocorrelation functions was alwaysways compati e
wi that expected from previous reports of nucleation.

utocorrelation functions measur d tasure at equi i rium and
those measured before the onset f 1o nuc cation were in
good agreement with Eq. (5) above.

Similararly, t"e intensity measurements at large wave
number (100(k &4000 cm ') sho d hs owe no change from
before to after the quench for any quench de th. A

'oned above, the photon counting rate at these wave
numbers was very low (typically 200—400 counts/sec su-
perimposed on a dark current background of 40—50
counts/sec), so an intensity change of less than 20%
would not be observable in this measurem temen .

n y t»e intensity data scanned over small-k values for
small values of 0 shshowed any consistent changes not attri-
butable to nu cleation. Typical changes are hs own in ig.
5 where an equilibrium intensity pattern in oo

after the uencq ench. In these cases, the intensity at low-k
values decreased, while at high k, 't, i increased. These
changes were not seen developing with time, but appeared
as soon as the interface had settl d f he rom t e pressure

about the same shape from that time until nucleation set
in. Consistent results were seen wh tw en a temperature

be conducted at equilibrium in o d for er or results to be
reproducible. It is still not clear wh tw a aspects of stirring
t e sample and allowing it to corn t '1 b

'
e o equi ibrium were

most sensitive in reaching a reasonabl 1 be equi ibrium, or
w at e ect impurities on the interface m h h day ave a on

filtere
e ripp on spectrum. However, the sample w f 11was care u y

more vigorous and our temperature control far more care-
u overnight (as the sample came to equilibrium) than

eded for equilibrium experiments on the bulk
fluids.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Q ~

0.8—

As mentioned ababove, in all our observations with th
micr 0croscope, no growth was seen on the interface in the

ab
' '

e

time before nucleation in the bulk obscured the view.

others more than one hour. The driving force for the in-
terfacial instability is of course relat d t the o e energetics of
nucleation, and so the time scales for the two could well
change in the same way with quench depth. Quenches by
temperature change (as opposed to changing T, with a
pressure change) were also observed and never exhibited
any visible interfacial roughening.

Much as for the r 1 fesults from our microscope investiga-
tion, the light-scattering data showed little change in the
time before the onset of bulk nucleation. Whenever
c anges were observed in the correlation function of the
light scattered from the interface t fe o a speci ic angle,
changes of the same time scale could also be seen when we
observed light scattered from a beam directed through
only one of the phases (avoiding the interface) (see Fig. 4).
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FIG. 4. Correlation functions before and 45 min after a
quench for the following. (a) Scattering from the interface at

cm . e prediction of G(t)equilibrium lbP= l. l', k=250 cm ') Th d'

rom theory (see Ref. 19) is included. (b) Scattering from the in-
c cattenng from thete ace, after a quench, 0=1.3&10 '

( ) S f
bulk at equilibrium, 1.1' from transmitted beam. (d) Scattering
rom the bulk, after a quench, 0=1.2&&10
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FIG. 6. Intensity vs time for two different runs at k=250
cm '. (a) At t = 8 min the system was quenched with
0=1.1&10 '. (b) At t =2 min the system was quenched with
0=2.3 X 10-'.

quench of small 0 was substituted for the pressure
quench.

When the quench depth 0 was larger than 1.5&10
this intensity change was never observed; Fig. 6 shows the
time development of a typical intensity measurement
from before to after a quench for small k and large and
small 0. If this effect, seen at small 0 and not when 0 is
increased, is to be attributed to the early stages of instabil-
ity, a critical wave number must be moving through our
observable range. In the SSM, k, and the fastest growing
wave number kl ( —k, /V 3 for k, g && I) decrease when 8

and AT decrease. Our observed critical wave number is
much smaller than the SSM model expectation and ap-
pears to have instability above and not below. Thus it
would have to be a lower critical wave number, such as
that predicted by Ohta' to arise from gravity stabilizing
the small wave numbers, although Ohta's lower cutoff has
no 0 dependence. When the power in a given mode does
grow after a shallow quench, its failure to continue to
grow during the time of observation presumably indicates
that a relaxation mechanism is damping the instability
and preventing it from growing very far.

Thus while this critical binary-liquid mixture would
seem to have the advantage of being a close realization of
an SSM system which one can observe as it goes unstable,
viscous effects, which are absent from the corresponding
solidification problem, and the effects of the driving force
decaying, or both, work to prevent any instability on the
interface from becoming visible.

Also worth reporting are those effects seen when a "re-
verse quench" was applied (moving the system closer to
the critical point). The bulk fluids are stable; no nu-
cleation occurs. Within five minutes after the pressure is
applied or the temperature is raised, however, the light re-
Aected off the interface is deformed, with flares, rings, or
spots appearing for several seconds and then disappearing.
These effects continue for tens of minutes to hours. These
effects were only noted and photographed and not mea-
sured quantitatively. Their origin is not understood, since
all available theories predict that the interface should be
stable.
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